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Certification

CPRI Tested

MSME

ROHS

CE CERTIFIED

 

ISO 9001:2015

ISO 14001:2015

Copper Heavy Earthing Electrode CPRI Heavy Earthing Electrode 

Copper Bonded Earthing Electrode Grounding Monitoring Device 

ESE Lightning Protection NBC AS PER IEC 62305

DIGITAL GROUNDING SYSTEM



Why Earthing

Need for Earthing:

 Why Earthing With SN Engineering

Earthing is a part of electrical circuit which is done on initial level in order to connect the electrical 

system with mass of earth so as to have discharge the electrical energy.

· To ensure safety from electric shocks.

· To ensure that system voltages on active lines remain within reasonable limits under fault conditions  

  thereby preventing insulation breakdowns.

· To provide an equipotential platform on which electrical and electronic equipments can operate.

· To provide an alternative path for induced current and minimize the electrical noise in cables.

· To provide  a low impedance path to facilitate the satisfactory operation of protective devices under 

   fault conditions.

          SN Earthing is in the field of Earthing more than 10 years and we have cover each and every 

segment of earthing and lightning protection and providing every possible solution to our customer 

regarding earthing and lightning arrester benefit is working with sn engineering is we provide earthing 

solution not only earthing we manufacturer earthing as per application like heavy transformer, 

generator, panel, etc

          we provide earthing solution as per sensitive equipment like electronic card failure, cnc, plc 

machine telecommunication tower substation etc.

Kadipur Chowk, Gurgaon-122001, Haryana, India

Mob.: 9990645119, 9958212307, 9560323087, 9716787719 |  E-mail : earthingss@gmail.com
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BASIC MODEL OF SN EARTHING ELECTRODE





Description Description 
• 3-point test method to test the grounding resistance, able to achieve the tested resistance by
  On-line software and APP also on site.
• Alarm trigger value can be set by push button, with audible and visual alarm and interval time
  of auto-test can be set too.
• Through On-line monitoring system can indicate the tested grounding resistance, grounding
  voltage, lightning intensity and number, grounding wire break or not, environmental
  temperature, environmental humidity and history record etc.
• Applications able to remote test the grounding of building, power transmission pole,
  underground mine equipment, petrochemical industry, communication base station, electricity
  converting and transformer station, railway facilities electric installation etc.

Smart On-line Grounding resistance Monitor

Site picture                            Display screen                            APP interface 


